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Abstract: Laser- and beam-driven plasma accelerators promise electron beam brightness at the exit
of plasma cells suitable for X-ray free-electron lasers. Beam transport from the accelerator to the
undulator may include a multi-bend, energy-dispersive switchyard, in which energy collimators can
be installed to protect the undulator or to serve multiple photon beamlines. Coherent synchrotron
radiation and microbunching instability in the switchyard can seriously degrade the brightness of
the accelerated beam, reducing the lasing efficiency. We present a semi-analytical analysis of those
collective effects for beam parameters expected at the exit of state-of-the-art plasma accelerators.
Prescriptions for the linear optics design used to minimize transverse and longitudinal beam instability
are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of narrow-bandwidth free-electron lasers (FELs) has drawn the attention of
the particle accelerator community to the spectral degradation that originates from the microbunching
instability (MBI) [1,2]. This instability results from the interplay of the longitudinal space charge (LSC)
force at the micron scale [3], emission of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) [4,5], and the energy
dispersion function in multi-dipole magnetic insertions, such as magnetic compressors and switchyard
lines. MBI is exhibited as broadband density and energy modulation at wavelengths comparable to
those involved in the FEL coherent emission. Such modulations in the beam longitudinal phase space
can enlarge the intrinsic FEL bandwidth via sideband instability [6]. Additionally, if the associated
large slice energy spread (SES) [7] exceeds the FEL normalized energy bandwidth, the FEL output peak
power is reduced, the saturation length is lengthened, and as a result the FEL brilliance is degraded for
any given undulator length.

The development of FEL projects at short wavelengths has occurred in parallel to the growing
interest and rapid progress in laser- and beam-driven, plasma-based accelerators, whereby high-quality
electron beams can be accelerated to multi-GeV energy levels in centimeter-scale plasma [8–14].
If carefully manipulated, such beams can exploit 6-dimensional brightness suitable for lasing. Endeavors
to accelerate electron beams beyond several GeV are underway worldwide at large-scale laser and
particle accelerator facilities.

In FEL facilities driven by plasma accelerators, the MBI can be originated in a multi-bend switchyard
line downstream from the acceleration stage. A switchyard is adopted to install energy collimators
to protect the undulator or to serve multiple photon beamlines [15–20]. However, some differences
with respect to the transport of high-brightness beams driven by radiofrequency (RF) accelerators
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should be pointed out. First, an electron beam exiting a plasma cell is not subject to the longitudinal
beam gymnastics that are commonly adopted in magnetic compressors, because the plasma accelerator
already provides multi-kA peak current bunches. Second, the path length to reach the undulator in RF
linacs along which the LSC force develops is dominated by the linac length, typically spanning from 0.1
to 3 km for final beam energies in the range of 1–17 GeV [21]. In plasma-based accelerators, the beam
can instead exit the plasma cell at beam energies already suitable for lasing in soft X-rays (e.g., 1 GeV or
more). In such cases, the effect of the LSC is basically limited to the switchyard, whose maximum total
length can be estimated at several tens of meters for multi-GeV beam energies. Third, the longitudinal
phase space generated by plasma accelerators usually shows large relative SES values in the range of
approximately 0.1–1% [22–25], which tends to dampen the MBI by virtue of Landau energy damping
before any amplification builds up, as shown below. In summary, by virtue of the compact footprint
of a plasma accelerator, the MBI is expected to be alleviated compared to RF linacs. Nevertheless,
in spite of lower bunch charges, the beam charge density in plasma accelerators can still be very high.
Moreover, schemes for the reduction of the SES at the entrance of the undulator are being pursued to
achieve more efficient lasing [26–30]. Since the MBI gain is proportional to the bunch peak current
and inversely proportional to the transverse beam sizes, and since Landau damping becomes less
effective for low SES values relative to the beam energy, it is worth paying attention to the growth of
the instability in the switchyard line downstream of a plasma accelerator, which is the motivation for
the present study.

The challenge of beams transported from the exit of a GeV-class plasma accelerator to an undulator
for coherent emission has been touched on in the above reported literature from different perspectives.
However, the impacts of collective effects, such as from CSR and LSC, in a dispersive transfer line,
with special attention paid to the use of multi-GeV beams for lasing in X-rays, has not been investigated
yet. Moreover, we conduct this study with a semi-analytical modeling approach for MBI as introduced
in [31], in light of a recently revisited theory of intra-beam scattering (IBS) for single-pass systems [32].
The instability is characterized in terms of the spectral contents of density and energy modulations
and the equivalent SES. This approach is expected to capture the physics of MBI and to allow fast
optimization of the beam delivery system. On the contrary, massive particle tracking would provide
details of the 6-dimensional particle distribution, which is outside of the capability range of the
semi-analytical model, but at the expense of far larger computational requirements.

Because of the uncertainty of the uncorrelated energy spread at the exit of the plasma cells,
which may strongly depend on the details of the scheme adopted for beam generation and acceleration,
we will consider this as a variable. The MBI in the switchyard is, thus, analyzed as a function of the
momentum compaction or longitudinal transport matrix term (R56) of the line, while for the initial
uncorrelated energy spread in the range of 10–300 keV, beam energies of 1 and 5 GeV are considered.
While the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the total energy spread of the plasma-accelerated beam
could be 1%, which is commonly the case when non-linear correlations in the beam’s longitudinal
phase space appear, the slice energy spread (SES) (i.e., the energy spread evaluated along a short
portion of the bunch, for example the slice duration < fs) could be much smaller [30]. The case of
SES ~100 keV at 1 GeV beam energy reflects state-of-the art manipulation of the electron beam before
entering the undulator. Lower SES values of tens of keV are most likely out of the present scope
of plasma accelerators. The aim of this paper is two-fold: to point out potential showstoppers in
lasing due to the MBI in cases of super-cold beams, as specified in [30]; to mimic a stronger source of
instability at the entrance of the switchyard due to causes such as pre-bunched beams (either in terms
of the energy or density, or both). Finally, the highest energy of 5 GeV is used to identify any scaling of
the instability strength and of the optics prescriptions used to counteract it with beam energy. As will
be shown in the following section, the considered range of parameters allows one to capture the trend
of the instability growth or mitigation, so that the physics of the instability at either smaller or larger
values of the energy spread can be easily inferred from our findings.
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The MBI is a longitudinal collective beam effect, which receives contributions from both the
LSC and CSR. The latter can also lead to intolerable projected emittance growth in the bend plane.
As a follow up to the MBI study, we provide analytical prescriptions for the terms of the first-order
transport matrix of the switchyard, which are necessary conditions—although are not sufficient—for
the preservation of the bend plane emittance in the presence of CSR kicks.

2. Model of Microbunching Instability

2.1. Electron Beam Delivery System

We consider the electron beam parameters at the exit of a plasma accelerator, which are similar to
those in the Eupraxia proposal [33] (see Table 1). The same set of parameters is assumed at energy levels
of 1 and 5 GeV. A ~30-m long switchyard made of two double-bend cells is considered (see Table 2).
The presence of several quadrupole magnets distributed along the switchyard is assumed, which allows
variable momentum compaction (from positive to null to negative values) by means of a distributed
energy dispersion function. Overall, the line is assumed to be achromatic at the first order. On the one
hand, a higher beam rigidity at 5 GeV corresponds to weaker LSC and CSR effects on the beam energy
distribution. On the other hand, since the switchyard footprint and the dipole bending angle are kept
fixed, a stronger CSR field is expected by virtue of a stronger dipole field. At this stage, we assume
that any residual correlation in the longitudinal phase space at the scale of the bunch length is small
enough to cause any variation in the bunch duration, and therefore in the peak current, to be negligible.
The validity of this assumption, however, will be verified and discussed later on, where tolerances of
the total beam energy spread (including correlations in the phase space), or equivalently the switchyard
transverse and longitudinal dispersion functions, will be given.

Table 1. Electron beam parameters at the exit of the plasma accelerator.

Parameter Value

Energy 1, 5 GeV
Charge 30 pC

Peak current 3 kA
Duration, RMS 4 fs

Slice energy spread, RMS 10–300 keV
Normalized emittance, RMS 0.3 µm rad

Transverse size, RMS <40 µm

Table 2. Parameters of a switchyard made of two double-bend cells.

Parameter Value

Energy 1, 5 GeV
Dipole length 0.5 m

Dipole bending angle 5, 3 deg
Drift length in each cell 5 m

Drift length between cells 10 m
|R56| <3 mm

Maximum dispersion function 30 mm
Average betatron function 10 m

2.2. Spectral Gain and Slice Energy Spread

The MBI is modeled via the Bosch–Klemann semi-analytical approach [31]. The instability is
analyzed from the exit of the plasma cell to the switchyard end, which includes the IBS values evaluated
for single-pass systems [32]. The model is able to follow the coupled dynamics of density and energy
modulations, i.e., the successive transformation of density modulations into energy modulations
through LSC and CSR, and of energy modulations into density modulations via R56.
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In order to estimate the impact of the MBI on the FEL spectral bandwidth, we assume lasing in
the soft X-ray wavelength range of 0.5–5 nm. The FEL parameter ρFEL [34], which is associated with
this wavelength range and with the electron beam parameters in Table 1, is in the range of 0.03–0.06%.
The FEL longitudinal coherence length can be estimated as λFEL/(4πρFEL), i.e., at the sub-micron level,
where λFEL is the lasing wavelength. We conclude that although the instability is naturally broadband,
only modulation periods in the range of ~0.1–10 µm are expected to have a substantial impact on the
lasing. We, therefore, collapse the information for the “strength” of the instability into the spectral
integral of the energy modulation curve in the aforementioned bandwidth, which is weighted by the
instability gain [7,32]. We refer to this quantity as σMBI. If the instability is weak, or if it peaks at
wavelengths much shorter than the FEL longitudinal coherence length, σMBI can be interpreted as an
effective SES. Although the calculated σMBI cannot be used to quantitatively predict the FEL spectral
purity, the weaker the instability gain, the lower the σMBI is, and the smaller the amount of FEL energy
expected to be dispersed into sidebands.

The σMBI is calculated by integrating the CSR- and LSC-induced energy modulation, ∆γ(λ), over a
specific range of modulation wavelength λ. This is the product of the Fourier transform of the initial
current distribution with the average value I0 or bunching factor b0(λ), the instability amplification
factor or gain G(λ), and the Fourier transform of the collective effect or impedance Z(λ). The initial
bunching is defined with a broadband shot-noise-like spectral distribution of bandwidth ∆ν:∣∣∣b0(λ)

∣∣∣2 =
2e
I0

∆ν =
2ec
I0

∆λ
λ2 , (1)

where e is the electron charge and c the light speed in vacuum.
The gain, i.e., the ratio of the final and initial bunchings, is [3,35,36]:

G(k) �
4πI0

Z0IA
Ck|R56|

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫

ds
Z(k; s)
γ(s)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ exp
[
−

1
2
(CkR56σδ)

2
]
, (2)

where Z0 = 376.73 Ω is the vacuum impedance, IA = 17,045 A is the Alfven current, rb = 0.8735
(
σx + σy

)
is the effective electron beam radius calculated as function of the average RMS tranverse beam sizes
σx and σy; I1, K1 are modified Bessel functions of the first kind; C is the bunch length compression
factor (=1 in our case); k = 2π/λ is the modulation wavenumber; and σδ is the relative uncorrelated
energy spread at the entrance of the beam line. The integral is over the variable s, i.e., the longitudinal
coordinate along the beam line. The resulting energy modulation amplitude is:∣∣∣∆γ(λ)

∣∣∣2 =
∣∣∣G(λ)b0(λ)Zint(λ)

∣∣∣2, (3)

with Zint(λ) being the impedance integrated over the beam line length. The equivalent RMS energy
spread is the integral of the modulation amplitude over the whole spectrum of modulations (or part of
it). By substituting Equation (1) into Equation (3), we find:

σ2
MBI =

∫ ∣∣∣∆γ(λ)
∣∣∣2 =

2ec
I0

∫
dλ

∣∣∣G(λ)Zint(λ)
∣∣∣2

λ2 . (4)

The IBS-induced energy spread modifies the exponential term of the gain in Equation (2)
(Landau damping). The gain in successive dispersion regions of the beam line is, therefore, diminished,
with an overall mitigation effect on the instability. It was shown in [32] that in configurations of high
gain (e.g., G > 100), neglecting the IBS contribution to σδ can lead to unrealistic predictions of the
instability, and in particular of the final energy spread. The energy spread in Equation (4) is summed
by quadrature to the uncorrelated energy spread of the unperturbed beam and to that induced by IBS.
The results are compared for different optics settings of the switchyard line, together with the spectral
behavior of the density and energy gain.
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2.3. Switchyard Optics Design

Theoretical and experimental studies [37–39] have indicated that the FEL sideband instability can
be mitigated by tuning the R56 of the switchyard to an isochronous condition (henceforth, R56 = 0).
The solution R56 = 0 is built by following the prescriptions for minimization of the CSR-induced
microbunching, i.e., the beam line has to be globally and locally isochronous. We model this condition
by imposing R56 = 0 at the exit of each double-bend cell of the switchyard. Moreover, sub-mm (absolute)
deviations of the local R56 are imposed at the exit or entrance of the dipole magnets. This strategy aims
to minimize the term [37]:

ξ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣max
{
Rs′→s

56

} k1/3

ρ2/3
∆L

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (5)

which is able to drive the CSR instability in a multi-bend line. Rs′→s
56 is the value of R56 evaluated

at consecutive dipole locations s’ and s along the beam line, ρ is the dipole bending radius, and
∆L = s′ − s.

However, if either the beam is pre-bunched at the entrance of the switchyard or the LSC impedance
accumulated over the whole line has a substantial contribution to the overall gain, a non-isochronous
switchyard optics might give the best conditions for suppressing the instability [39]. This is because the
accumulated energy modulation translates into an effective longitudinal position–energy correlation
at the modulation wavelength (the local “chirp”) [40]. A longitudinal slippage of particles, or phase
mixing, is generated by the non-zero R56 multiplied by the local energy chirp, which smoothens the
beam’s longitudinal phase space. This translates into a red shift of the instability peak gain towards
wavelengths that no longer interfere with the FEL natural bandwidth. It is worth noting that contrary
to Landau energy damping, the effect of phase mixing depends on the sign of R56.

3. Results

3.1. Microbunching Instability

Figure 1 shows the spectral energy modulation, bunching factor, and gain for three optics
settings of the switchyard line at 1 GeV for an initial energy spread of 10 keV RMS. This low energy
spread corresponds to the scenario with the strongest MBI because of the limited Landau damping,
which allows us to input evidence of the impacts of linear optics on the instability gain. The initial
bunching factor is calculated from Equation (1), which amounts to ~10−6 at the wavelength of 10 nm.
The scenario with R56 > 0 corresponds to individually achromatic double-bend cells (the R56 value of a
4-dipole chicane is negative with this convention). The isochronous condition has been discussed in
Section 2.3, and it assumes a distributed energy dispersion function through the whole line. Optics with
R56 < 0 can also be produced with a distributed energy dispersion function through the line, where larger
values of the dispersion are expected at the dipoles’ location. Table 3 lists the peak gain and σMBI

predicted by the model for each optics setting. A systematic investigation of σMBI as a function of the
initial energy spread reveals that IBS leads to a <10% reduction of the peak gain only for the initial
absolute RMS energy spread σE,i ≤ 20 keV. Figure 2 summarizes the trend of the σMBI (final SES) as a
function of σE,i for the three optics.
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Figure 1. From left to right are the final energy modulation, bunching factor, and gain as a function of
the initial modulation wavelength λ0. For the longitudinal transport matrix term R56 = –2.5 mm (top),
0 (middle), and +2.5 mm (bottom), respectively. We note the different scales used for the three cases.

Table 3. The calculated peak gain and final slice energy spread (SES, also σMBI in the text) for the three
values of the longitudinal transport matrix term R56 of the switchyard for 1 GeV beam energy and
10 keV initial energy spread.

R56 [mm] Peak Gain σMBI[keV]

+2.5 407 928
0 38 64
−2.5 281 565

Figure 2. The calculated final slice energy spread (SES, also σMBI in the text) vs. initial slice energy
spread for three switchyard optics (also see Table 3).
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3.2. Coherent Synchrotron Radiation

The CSR tail–head instability causes projected emittance growth in the bend plane [41]. We have
so far assumed that for any value of R56, the switchyard optics are flexible enough to allow cancellation
of CSR kicks [42]. This implies small bend plane betatron functions at the dipoles’ location and
π-betatron phase advances between the dipoles. The cancellation of successive CSR kicks is effective
if the bunch length does not change considerably from dipole to dipole. Specifically, the quantity
R56σE,i/E must be much smaller than the bunch length. Additional contributions to the bunch length
variation come from the products R51σx,i and R52σx′,i at the first order, with σx,i and σx′,i being the beam
size and angular divergence at the entrance of the switchyard, respectively. For the normalized beam
emittance of εx � γσx,iσx′,i = 0.3 µm rad, 1 GeV beam energy, and initial energy spread in the range of
σE,i = 30–300 keV, the maximum values of transport matrix terms R51, R52, and R56 (coupling the final
longitudinal particle coordinate internal to the bunch to, respectively, the initial horizontal position,
horizontal angular divergence and relative energy deviation) along the switchyard are calculated by
assuming a maximum tolerable bunch length variation of 10% or 0.1 µm. The results are shown in
Figure 3 as functions of the beam size and energy spread at the entrance of the switchyard.

Figure 3. Maximum values for R51,R52, and R56 along the switchyard for a maximum bunch length
variation of 0.1 µm as functions of the initial beam size and energy spread at the beam energy level of
1 GeV.

4. Discussion

The semi-analytical estimation of the MBI through the switchyard indicates that the isochronous
optics minimize the instability with respect to both positive and negative momentum compaction.
The reduction in the peak gain and peak energy modulation amplitude is up to 10-fold (see Figure 1).
However, the isochronous optics blue shifts the maximum gain at sub-µm wavelengths, which could
still interfere with lasing at < 1 nm. We, therefore, assess the effective suppression of the instability
by calculating the final effective slice energy spread vs. the initial one (see Figure 2). In doing so,
we find that the optics associated with a larger gain, i.e., non-zero R56, show a non-linear trend of
σMBI for σE,i < 60 keV, which is a signature of the phase space dominated by the instability. At larger
values of σE,i, the dependence becomes linear, which reflects the preservation of the longitudinal
emittance (Liouvillian behavior), i.e., the instability is largely mitigated or suppressed. On the contrary,
the isochronous optics shows σMBI as being almost independent from σE,i for small values of this
parameter (i.e., the non-linear dependence is strongly suppressed), while a linear dependence still
exists for larger values.

The final SES is partly reduced by a negative R56 value with respect to the positive value
(see Table 3), which indicates a contribution of LSC to the total gain. Regardless, the isochronous optics
give a 10-fold smaller SES value. In conclusion, the isochronous optics are recommended because
they minimize the total gain at the wavelengths of interest and ensure a final phase space that is
not modulated by the instability, even for low beam energy spread. With the adopted parameters,
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a minimum σE,i ≈ 30 keV gives an instability level that is largely mitigated when the isochronous
optics are implemented. A similar result is obtained for σE,i > 70 keV for the non-isochronous optics.

Preservation of the 6-dimensional beam brightness assumes cancellation of the CSR kicks along
the switchyard. This is possible with properly tuned linear optics in the bend plane and in the absence
of bunch length variation. The latter condition is met at 1 GeV, for example by a beam size of 30 µm
at the entrance of the switchyard, and at the same time

∣∣∣R51
∣∣∣< 5 mm−1 and |R52| < 25 mm; an energy

spread of 60 keV implies |R56| < 2.3 mm. At the higher beam energy level of 5 GeV, the isochronous
optics do not show any relevant modification to the curves in Figures 1 and 2, in confirmation of an
instability that is already suppressed at the lower beam rigidity level. The non-isochronous optics
show a reduction of the peak gain and of the final slice energy spread by a factor of ~2 with respect
to 1 GeV beam energy. The specification for the maximum tolerable value of R51 does not change
substantially; R52 and R56 are relaxed by factors of 2 and 5, respectively.

5. Conclusions

An analysis of the MBI in the switchyard following a plasma accelerator is presented, which
moves the accelerated electron beam into the undulator for lasing in the soft X-ray range. The study
confirms that for state-of-the-art beam parameters at the exit of the plasma cell and for beam energy
exceeding 1 GeV, the isochronous optics minimize the MBI along the line, so that minimum degradation
of the beam’s longitudinal phase space is expected at the undulator entrance. An initial SES energy
spread larger than 0.01% promises effective suppression of the instability through Landau damping.
The study is limited to the simplified scenario, whereby no phase space modulations accumulate in
the accelerator.

Preservation of the bend plane projected emittance from CSR emitted in the switchyard dipole
magnets can be achieved under additional constraints on the first-order transport matrix terms of the
line. Our findings are further relaxed both in terms of the initial beam parameters and linear optics
functions at higher beam energies.

In conclusion, this study confirms the feasibility of beam transport from a state-of-the-art plasma
accelerator to an undulator, which is suitable for the preservation of the 6-dimensional beam brightness,
and thereby for lasing in the extreme ultra-violet and soft X-ray wavelength ranges.
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